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 “Freedom,” Janis Joplin once sang, “is just another word for nothing left to 

lose.”  -- freedom, often implies freedom from attachments – leaving Bobby McGee 

slipping away somewhere near Salinas – So often we imagine freedom as leaving 

mandates and rules – companions – lovers – mortgages – bills – jobs – leaving them 

all by the side of the highway as Joplin sang.  Freedom – in that sense – is cutting 

loose from our attachments – our responsibilities – our community – and being left 

to our own devices.  Is that what freedom is? 

 Or maybe as Marlo Thomas used to say in the 70s – freedom is the freedom 

“to be you and me.”  Freedom for Thomas and many others meant freedom from 

cultural restraints which dictate what we can and cannot do.  When I was a young 

child, women simply did not become ministers – or doctors – or lawyers.  Women 

were to be nurses, secretaries or teachers – and most of all mothers.  These were, 

and still are, wonderful occupations, but freedom for them and me meant the 

opening of new career paths – new possibilities.  Is that what freedom is? 

 How can we forget Martin Luther King whose dream was that his people 

would have the freedom to go to school with white people – to shop at the same 

shops and to eat at the same restaurants as white people?  His dream was about 

freedom from laws and cultural conventions which kept black people separate.  I 

have not forgotten the Colored entrance sign over a side door at my childhood 

doctor’s office – freedom – for King and so many others meant freedom to be the 

same as other citizens.  And that understanding is also what freedom is. 

 In the Bible, freedom from Pharaoh is lifted up countless times as God’s 

deliverance. Recall Joseph’s circuitous journey to Egypt:  sold into slavery by his 

brothers; lands in jail because he rebuffs advances from Potipher’s wife; tells 

Pharaoh what his dreams mean; saves Egypt from starvation and drought; brings 

his family to Egypt as refugees – to save them from the drought.  One day a 

Pharaoh rises to power who “does not know” Joseph – and subsequently the Hebrew 

people become slaves – making adobe bricks for Pharaoh’s massive building 

projects.  Freedom for them means freedom from slavery.  Freedom means space 

to become their own people – with their own laws – but freedom only comes as they 

pass through the Red Sea – God leads them through – but the people have to learn 

what freedom is. 
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 Freedom for the Israelites in the dessert was learning to live in community.  

They learned that there was more to freedom than simply not being a slave.  Once 

they no longer had to labor for Pharaoh – they needed to devise a way to be in 

community – to care for each other – to know the God who had parted the waters 

for them.  Freedom for them meant learning to live together – to care for each 

other -- learning the wisdom of following God’s laws.  Freedom for them meant 

becoming a nation. 

 And freedom for the apostle Paul means a continuation of that freedom.  

Paul writes to the church in Galatia – that “Christ has set us free from religious 

laws so that we can live a free life.”  Christ has set us free from needing to follow 

the laws God gave the Hebrew people in the wilderness when they needed to learn 

how to live together.  Christ has set us free from laws which mandate how to pray 

– to sacrifice – to honor God – to make decisions.  Paul tells us that we are free 

from all of that.  We don’t have to do it anymore. 

 And yet, Paul urges them – and urges us, also, just because we are free – not 

to submit again to the harness of slavery.  Paul writes, “It is absolutely clear that 

God has called us to a free life. Just make sure that we don’t use this freedom as 

an excuse to do whatever we want to do and destroy our freedom.”  Freedom – 

finally – is not about having nothing else to lose – freedom is about learning to live 

together in community. 

 Freedom in Christ is about learning to love – about learning to be attached to 

people – it is all about living together in community – all of us together --  we are all  

children of God –  There is no distinction between  slave or free, no difference for 

male and female; for all are one in Christ Jesus.”  We are given the freedom to love 

one another. 

 Tomorrow –  most likely today --- Salina will shoot off an amazing quantity of 

fireworks to celebrate the Fourth of July.  Many of us will invite family and 

friends to share our barbecue – we will be thankful for our nation and the 

freedoms it offers us.  But amidst the fireworks – let’s recall our freedom in 

Christ – it is a freedom to cherish – to honor and to practice.  We are free to love 

one another.  Alleluia!  Amen. 

 

  

  

 

 


